MONOPOLY 2020 PRODUCT COPY

MONOPOLY 85th ANNIVERSARY Edition Game
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2-8/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Fall 2020)
It's glamour, glitz, and golden tokens! MONOPOLY, one of the world's favorite family gaming brands is commemorating 85 years of success. Join us as we celebrate with the MONOPOLY 85th Anniversary edition board game. The game features premium packaging and includes 8 golden tokens that represent the good life: A racecar, sunglasses, a yacht, a bowtie, a jet, a helicopter, a wristwatch, and a top hat. Get family and friends together to play the fast-dealing property trading game where players buy, sell, dream, and scheme their way to riches. Three cheers for living the good life of luxury and fun! Available at most major retailers.

MONOPOLY SUPER ELECTRONIC BANKING Edition Game
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2-8/Approx. Retail Price: $24.99/Available: Fall 2020)
The MONOPOLY SUPER ELECTRONIC BANKING board game features an all in one electronic banking unit, and amps up the excitement with unique rewards! Each player has a bank card that will earn them different rewards for gameplay: roll a certain number, land on a certain space, or purchase a particular property. Players can also choose to fly to any property on the board, and force another player into trading one of their coveted properties. There is no paper money in this game -- the cards and banking unit track each player's cash. It's an exciting game as players buy properties, collect rent -- and get rewarded for it! The player with the most money at the end of the game wins. Available at most major retailers.

MONOPOLY HOUSE DIVIDED Board Game
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-6 /Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Now)
The MONOPOLY HOUSE DIVIDED board game celebrates the ups and downs of an election campaign. Players buy states, earn votes, and collect rent. Establish Campaign Headquarters to earn more votes. Executive Power cards and I Voted cards let players do a variety of things such as steal states or send opponents to Jail. Those lucky enough to get the White House token can double the rent they charge, and add more votes at the end of the game. When all the states are claimed, the candidate with the most votes wins! Game includes gameboard, 6 Candidate tokens, 6 Candidate cards, 22 State cards, 16 Executive Power cards, 16 I Voted cards, 36 cardboard voting chips, 40 plastic Campaign Headquarters, 1 plastic White House, 2 dice, money pack, and game guide. Available at most major retailers.

MONOPOLY LONGEST GAME EVER Board Game
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-4 /Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Now)
Think classic Monopoly takes a long time to play? Say hello to this edition: MONOPOLY LONGEST GAME EVER! Featuring tortoise and hare tokens, and the longest Monopoly game board ever with multiple...and multiple (and multiple) properties, this is the longest version of the Monopoly game. A few different features in gameplay help make the game last longer such as no auctions allowed, and players get cash for landing on Free Parking. Run out of money? Just rip the bills in half along the dotted line. So pack a lunch, bring a change of clothes, and get ready to make it through MONOPOLY THE LONGEST GAME EVER! Game includes gameboard, 4 tokens, 22 Title Deed cards, 16 Chance cards, 16 Community Chest cards, 32 houses, 12 hotels, 1 die, money pack, and instructions.

MONOPOLY SPEED Board Game
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/ Available: Now)
Not a lot of time? No problem! The MONOPOLY SPEED board game can be played in under 10 minutes! Everyone rolls and buys at once so players don't have to wait for their turn. During 4 rounds, players race against the timer to buy, trade, and sell properties faster than ever. The timer counts down each buying and trading stage, and there's no break between stages. There are even 2 Go spaces, and players can get out of Jail free every time. The MONOPOLY SPEED board game is a great choice for family game night, parties with friends, and a quick break from the every day. Product includes game board, 4 tokens, 4 dice, 28 Title Deed cards, 16 Chance cards, 12 Community Chest cards, money pack (150 (M) 1000 bills), and game guide. Available at most major retailers.

**MONOPOLY FOR SORE LOSERS Board Game**

(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-6 / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/ Available: Fall 2020)

Don't get sad...get even! Say goodbye to the frustration of losing while playing MONOPOLY, and say hello to the MONOPOLY: FOR SORE LOSERS board game. This hilarious twist on the MONOPOLY game turns losing on its head and celebrates it instead. Players earn cash by doing the typically frustrating things in the game such as going to Jail, paying rent on a property, or going bankrupt. And those who really start sinking can make a comeback using the large Mr. Monopoly token that gives players advantages over everyone else. So get playing, get the revenge you've been craving, and feel good about losing! Available at most major retailers.